DUTY BOOTS
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21210 Danner
Price: $240.00
Made in the USA, the Acadia features Danner’s
famous stitchdown construction, providing a
more stable platform underfoot and superior
durability. This boot has a waterproof, breathable
GORE-TEX lining and a combination upper of
1000 Denier nylon and full-grain leather. The
Vibram Kletterlift outsole provides superior shock
absorption and great traction on both wet and
dry surfaces.

26634
Price: $220
This is tactical evolution. Drawing
upon 10 years of knowledge
gained since the original Striker
release, we introduce the
Striker® Bolt. The all-new
TERRA FORCE® NEXT platform
provides unprecedented
responsiveness, comfort and
stability, complemented by
waterproof, breathable GORETEX protection and Vibram
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834-6888 Thorogood
Price: $120.00
Upper: Black Oil-Tanned Leather and Black
Smooth High-Shine Polishable Leather Toe Cap
and Heel Counter Construction: Goodyear Storm
Welt Lining: Spacer Mesh Insole: Polyurethane
Removable Footbed/ Special EVA Cushion Flex
Midsole: Compression Molded EVA with Impact
300 Gel Heel Insert Shank: Engineered
Composite Outsole: GEN-flex 2 Dual-density
Rubber Special Features: Heavy-Duty YKK Side
Zipper with Velcro Closure

2090 Rocky
Price: $145.00
The exterior on this Rocky Men's Jump Boot has
an adequate amount of durability and
ruggedness so that it is able withstand the most
unforgiving working conditions. The upper has
been built from premium full-grain black leather.
These 10-inch duty boots have a side zipper that
aids in getting them on/off rapidly. In addition to
these features, there is a polishable toe so that
you can keep these boots looking like they are in
tiptop shape. A great deal of the paratrooper
boot's strength can be attributed to its Goodyear
welt construction. Eventually, all duty boots
begin to wear down; with this construction, these
boots can be repaired with no trouble and they'll
revert back to their original hardiness. The
contoured EVA footbed provides cushioning that
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J45335
Price: $149
The same out-of-the box comfort of our original
Moab hiking boot has become your tactical
advantage. With a waterproof leather and textile
upper (with polishable toe) and a grippy Vibram®
TC5+ outsole, MOAB 2 8" Tactical Response
Waterproof is ready to respond.
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